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Abstract

Background: Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a novel imaging technique with growing application in onco-
imaging. This modality evaluates the diffusion of water molecules in various tissues, which is restricted in hyper
cellular regions such as malignant tissue. Apparent diffusion co-efficient (ADC) is a method which can quantify the
degree of restriction in tissues and can have diagnostic roles in characterization of hepatic lesions. In this study, 93
patients with proven hepatic lesions were included. These patients had undergone initial evaluation via
ultrasonography and dynamic CT scan, and had a definite diagnosis confirmed by biopsy. These patients
underwent DW imaging and ADC values of their lesions were calculated. Patients were divided into two groups,
benign and malignant groups, based on their biopsy results; and ADC values of hepatic lesions were compared in
the two groups.

Results: The two groups were gender matched. There was a significant difference in the age distribution between
the two groups. Mean ADC values for benign and malignant hepatic lesions were 1.58 ± 0.35 (10-3 mm2/s) and 0.87
± 0.16 (10-3 mm2/s), respectively. There was a statistically significant differences between benign and malignant
hepatic lesions (p value < 10-3). DW imaging had a sensitivity of 97.6% and specificity of 98.7% in detecting
malignant hepatic lesions from benign ones (p = 0.0001, AUC = 0.99).

Conclusion: DW MRI imaging can differentiate malignant and benign liver lesions with high sensitivity and
specificity using ADC values generated; furthermore, each subgroup of hepatic lesions could be determined based
on ADC values.
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Background
Diffusion-weighted (DW) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) was initially introduced in the middle of the
1990s and has since gained clinical significance in hu-
man pathologies. This imaging technique relies on vari-
ances in diffusion of water molecules in intracellular and
intercellular spaces [1]. Initial efforts were made to
utilize DW-MRI in stroke patients, as DW-MRI was the-
oretically able to diagnose stroke in seconds [2]. Success

in these initiatives led researchers to focus on other ap-
plications of DW MRI in imaging, including onco-
imaging [3]. Studies have shown that malignant tissue
differs significantly from normal tissue in cellular archi-
tecture, cellular density, and extracellular matrix com-
position [4]. This causes the water molecules to have an
altered diffusion pattern compared to normal tissue,
which can be detected by DW-MRI. More so, different
cancers arising from different tissues and cancers varying
in stage also have different cellular structure, making
them distinguishable in DW imaging [5]. Many studies
have indeed shown this in cancers of the breast, brain,
head and neck, colon, and the hepatobiliary system [6].
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Many malignant and benign lesions comprising of cystic
lesions, solid primary tumors, metastasis, patches of fibro-
sis, vascular lesions, and infectious lesions can be found in
the liver and distinguishing them may be a diagnostic
challenge [7, 8]. DW-MRI has shown beneficence in dis-
tinguishing the aforementioned lesions, but question re-
mains regarding the sensitivity and specificity of this
modality in diagnosing malignant lesions [9] and if DW
MRI is able to distinguish between benign lesions of the
liver and normal tissue. Previous studies have aimed to
examine the efficacy of DW MRI in diagnosing liver
masses, but no consensus exists regarding the routine use
of DWI in detecting neoplastic lesions, as no definite cut-
off point is set for values generated by DWI imaging, such
as apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) which is used for
quantitative analysis of hepatic lesion [10]. Also, there are
ambiguities regarding the optimal technical specifications
for hepatic lesions, as different studies have reported DW
images with varying b values [11]. This study aims to study
the sensitivity and specificity of DW imaging in diagnosing
benign and malignant hepatic lesions and to examine
whether an ADC value could be determined as a cutoff
value to diagnose benign lesions from malignant ones.

Methods
Patients
In this prospective study, which was conducted between
June 2016 and April 2019, in a tertiary referral center, a
total of 93 patients with 118 liver masses were included.
All patients had gone under initial evaluation by ultra-
sonography or dynamic CT scan of the liver. Then DWI
MRI was performed for all patients. Inclusion criteria
consisted of being above 18 years, having at least one le-
sion in the liver, having a definite pathologic diagnosis
of the lesion (either by biopsy or fulfilling radiologic cri-
teria), and being followed up for at least 6 months. Ex-
clusion criteria consisted of patients who underwent
chemotherapy before MRI imaging, inability of the pa-
tient to withstand the conditions necessary for perform-
ing an MRI, and lack of will to participate in the study.
In considering the results of ultrasonography, liver dy-

namic CT scan and biopsies, patients were categorized to
five groups including liver hemangioma, liver focal nodu-
lar hyperplasia (FNH), liver metastasis, cholangiocarci-
noma, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Patients were
also divided into two main groups of those with benign
hepatic lesions (including liver hemangioma and FNH)
and patients with malignant hepatic lesion (including liver
metastasis, cholangiocarcinoma, and HCC). Other liver le-
sions were not included, such as hepatic fibrosis and infec-
tious cysts or secondary hemorrhages in primary lesions,
as our goal was to study the role of DW imaging in differ-
entiating mass-like lesions which are not suitably diag-
nosed using ultrasonography and CT scan.

Imaging technique
MR imaging was performed utilizing 1.5-T MR systems
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the
MRI ward of our medical educational center. Single-shot
spin-echo (SE) echo-planar technique combined with fat
suppression was performed according to these technical
specifications: matrix 128 × 128, field of view 36cm ×
36cm, section thickness 8 mm, and gap 2 mm and scan
time 3–4 min. The b values of 0 and 1000 s/mm-2 were
applied in three orthogonal directions and combined to
provide isotropic images. The ADC of the region of
interest was calculated using workstation.

Ethical considerations
All patients being included in this study had signed writ-
ten informed consent forms. This article was approved
in the local ethics committee of the tertiary medical cen-
ter in which it was performed. This study was performed
according to the Helsinki declaration. Personal informa-
tion, including imaging findings were not disclosed to
any third party.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Pack-
age for the Social Sciences (SPSS Version 19, Chicago,
USA). Chi-square test was used to compare ADC values
of malignant and benign lesions, while Student T test
was used to compare quantitative data. Power of the
study was set at 80% and a p value less than 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results
Ninety three patients were included in this study. These
patients had 118 distinct liver masses. The follow-up of
the patients showed that 42 masses were malignant,
while 76 where benign. Of all the patients, 73 had only a
single lesion in their liver, of which 42 were malignant
and 31 were benign, 15 and 5 patients had two and three
lesions in their livers, respectively, which were all benign.
Demographics of the patients and types of lesions are
summarized in Table 1.
The highest ADC value was recorded for a

hemangioma (2.86 × 10-3 mm2/s), while the lowest value
recorded was for a metastasis (0.49 × 10-3 mm2/s). ADC
values for five categories of hepatic lesions are summa-
rized in Table 2. The mean ADC value of all lesions
combined was 1.3364 × 10-3 mm2/s.

Table 1 Demographic information of patients being included in
the study

Tumor type Number of lesions Male Female Age

Malignant lesion 42 30 12 57.34 ± 15.69

Benign lesion 31 18 33 46.14 ± 34/21
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The mean ADC values for benign and malignant le-
sions was 1.58 ± 0.35 (10-3 mm2/s) and 0.87 ± 0.16 (10-3

mm2/s), respectively. The mean ADC value was signifi-
cantly higher in benign lesions (p = 0.001). ADC meas-
urement had a sensitivity of 97.6% and specificity of
98.7% in differentiating malignant lesions from benign
ones. Positive predictive value was 97.61% and negative
predictive value was 98.68 %. Positive likelihood ratio
was 75.07, and negative likelihood ratio was 0.02.
The cutoff value in differentiating benign and malig-

nant lesions was 1.1 × 10-3. Figure 1 shows the ROC

curve for ADC values. Figure 2 shows mean ADC values
for each of the five types of liver masses studied. Figure 3
shows the differences between the mean ADC values be-
tween the benign and malignant groups. Figures 4, 5,
and 6 demonstrate examples of imaging findings.

Discussion
In the present study, the application of DW-MRI in dif-
ferentiating malignant masses of the liver was examined.
We found that DW-MRI was indeed a suitable method
to distinguish malignant lesions and that ADC values

Table 2 Apparent diffusion coefficient values for detected lesions

Number
of lesions

Mean
ADC value*

Standard
deviation

Standard error Confidence interval (95%) Minimum
ADC value *

Maximum
ADC value *

Hemangioma 72 1.6134 0.34188 0.04029 1.5331 1.6938 0.85 2.86

FNH 4 1.1738 0.15593 0.07796 0.9256 1.4219 0.96 1.29

Metastasis 31 0.8451 0.16475 0.02959 0.7847 0.9056 0.49 1.31

Cholangiocarcinoma 7 0.9809 0.10885 0.04114 0.8802 1.0815 0.78 1.11

HCC 4 0.9435 0.07911 0.03955 0.8176 1.0694 0.86 1.04

Total 118 1.3364 0.45189 0.04160 1.2541 1.4188 0.49 2.86
*ADC apparent diffusion coefficient (10-3 mm2/s)

Fig. 1 ROC curve of ADC values for diagnosing malignant lesion
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Fig. 2 Box and whisker plots of ADC values for different groups of liver masses

Fig. 3 Box and whisker plots of ADC values for malignant and benign lesions
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Fig. 4 Tri-phasic MRI of a patient with pancreatic cancer, presenting with liver metastasis. a pre-contrast T1 sequence. b Arterial phase T1 sequence. c
venous phase T1 sequence. d Interstitial phase T1 sequence. As it can be seen, the lesion is hypo-intense in T1 sequences with evident ring
enhancement. e ADC map showing restricted diffusion (ADC value:0.8 × 10-3 mm2/s). f DWI imaging of the liver in b value of 800 s/mm2

Fig. 5 a T1 sequence showing a hypo-intense lesion. b T2 HASTE sequence: There is a large oval mass at the right lobe of the liver, which is
hyper intense compared to liver parenchyma. c Post gadolinium T1-weighted sequences at arterial phase. The image shows that the mass has
nodular peripheral enhancement. d Post gadolinium T1-weighted sequences at delayed phase: The mass shows more peripheral centripetal
enhancement compared to arterial phase. e DWI in b value of 800 s/mm2. The ADC value of the lesion was 1.53 × 10-3 mm2/s. f ADC map of the
liver. The aforementioned findings are suggestive of hemangioma
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could even be used to distinguish specific lesions. Our
results revealed that the ADC value is significantly
higher in benign hepatic lesion compared to malignant
ones. In this study, the cutoff point of 1.1 × 10-3 was de-
termined to differentiate between benign and malignant
hepatic lesions.
Histopathologic studies have shown that various liver

lesions have characteristic findings in pathological exam-
ination and unique cellular architecture. Malignant le-
sions such as hepatocellular carcinoma and metastasis
are composed of a dense formation of cells tightly
packed within an absent or minimal stroma, while focal
nodular hyperplasia is composed of normal-looking he-
patocytes imbedded in a rich fibrous mesh with consid-
erably more extracellular space, and hemangiomas are
composed of vascular spaces with an abundant stroma.
These histopathologic variances could hypothetically be
witnessed in DW MRI, as water molecules could move
freely in less dense cellular structures such as those of
benign lesions, resulting in increased values of ADC,
which could be useful in differentiating between them
and malignant lesions. This hypothesis could also be
true for differentiating various malignant lesions from
each other. This is shown best by grading of astrocytoma
using ADC values [12].
Application of DW MRI in hepatic lesion detection is

also possible. Initial results have been contradictory, and
no definite suggestions have been made, but primary re-
sults have shown that low b values could be beneficial in
lesion detection, while increasing the b value could assist
in lesion classification.

Experimental evidence in this regard is given by Testa
et al., where DW MRI was used to classify 188 masses in
67 adults. Of all the lesions, 105 were metastatic lesions,
37 were hemangiomas, 42 were cysts, 2 were adenomas,
and 2 were nodular hyperplasia. This study showed that
the average ADC for metastasis was 1.0 × 10−3 mm2/s
(CI 0.8–1.3), 1.4 × 10−3 mm2/s (CI 1.1–1.7) for solid be-
nign lesions and 2.4 × 10−3 mm2/s (CI 2.1–2.6) for cystic
lesions. The cutoff value for distinguishing metastatic le-
sions from benign solid lesions was reported to be 1.2 ×
10−3 mm2/s, and 1.5 × 10−3 mm2/s for all benign lesions,
including cysts. The accuracy of DW MRI in detecting
malignant lesions from non-malignant solid lesions was
71%, and 78% if cysts were included. A study performed
by Kilickesmez et al. also studied the efficacy of DW
MRI in diagnosing malignant lesions from benign le-
sions. They included benign entities such as simple liver
cysts, hydatid cysts, and hemangiomas. Most of the le-
sions included were of the aforementioned, while a
smaller number of malignant lesions were also included.
The authors suggested that there was a significant differ-
ence between the ADC values of hepatic lesions and
normal liver parenchyma, and also between hemangi-
omas and HCCs or metastasis [13]. This study provides
practical evidence regarding the use of DW in liver
masses, but the low number of malignant lesions, and
high number of normal liver tissue limits its
generalizability (65 normal liver specimens were in-
cluded compared to 13 metastases and 13 HCCs). This
study does not include FNHs and cholangiocarcinomas,
entities which theoretically would have closer ADC

Fig. 6 An HCC in a 67-year-old patient with long standing cirrhosis. a The lesion in T1 with no contrast, shows a hypo intense mass. b Arterial
phase, shows rapid hyper-enhancement. c Delayed phase, showing rapid washout. d DWI in b value of 800 s/mm2. The ADC value of the lesion
equaled to 0.93 × 10-3 mm2/s. e ADC map of the liver
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values to the mean ADC value of malignant lesions,
compared to the ADC value of cystic lesions (which is
considerably higher).
In regard to previous studies, it is noteworthy to men-

tion that diagnosing cystic lesions is not of a challenge
as those of diagnosing solid benign and malignant
masses, and not including cysts could reveal the true ef-
ficacy of DW imaging in detecting liver lesions. The
same could also be said regarding fibrotic lesions of the
liver, which have distinct radiological appearances [14].
A large number of malignant hepatic lesions are me-

tastasis from distant sites and differentiating between
these lesions and non-malignant hepatic lesions is of
great importance, especially in patients effected by a pri-
mary tumor in another organ. Parikh et al. found that
there was no significant difference between the ADC
values of benign hepatic lesions, metastatic lesions, and
HCC (ADC = 1.49 ± 0.49 × 10−3 mm2/s, 1.50 ± 0.42 ×
10−3 mm2/s, and 1.31 ± 0.33 × 10−3 mm2/s) [15]. In our
study, there was a significant difference between the
ADC values of non-malignant lesions and metastasis.
This could be because of utilizing b values up to 1000,
compared to Parikh et al. where only b values of 0, 100,
and 500 were used. Also, use of non-DWI MRI imaging
could be beneficial in increasing the sensitivity of MRI
in detecting malignant metastatic lesions.
A meta-analysis by Xia et al. published in 2010 focused

on the efficacy of DW MRI in diagnosing hepatic lesions,
and reported that indeed DW MRI would be of benefi-
cence, but the exact sensitivity and specificity would vary
greatly based on the diagnostic implication, as differenti-
ating between normal hepatic masses and metastasis
would be easier than differentiating focal nodular hyper-
plasia from low-grade hepatocellular carcinoma. The au-
thors suggested that more studies would be needed to
determine exact imaging protocols incorporating DW
MRI, and that more studies were needed to determine
the efficacy in differentiating various malignant lesions
from each other [16]. In our study, metastasis, HCC, and
cholangiocarcinoma had almost identical ADC values,
which was in concordance to other similar studies [17].
Ogihara et al. [18] utilized DW MRI to grade HCCs

and examined which variables could be used to differen-
tiate between high-grade and low-grade HCCs. They
studied 83 patients with 100 histologically diagnosed
HCCs. They used DW MRI with a b value of 1000 and
retrospectively matched radiologic findings with histo-
pathologic findings. They found that in b values of 800
and 1000, ADC was not significantly different between
well and poorly differentiated HCCs and it could only be
used in differentiating well differentiated HCCs from
moderately and poorly differentiated HCCs, while rela-
tive contrast ratio (RCR) and contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) could be used to differentiate between all three

differentiations of HCC. Previous studies also had hinted
that non-ADC values could be utilized in determining
the differentiation of tumors, but no consensus exists re-
garding the best strategy to determine the grading of
malignant tumors based on ADC or any other parame-
ters [19, 20].
As mentioned, the growing role of DWI MRI has been

encountered with challenges, including technical difficul-
ties and limitations. T2 shine effect is defined as the
hyper intensity of tissue with normal diffusion in DW
imaging which is caused by long T2 decay time. T2
shine effect depends on the intrinsic characteristics of
the lesions being imaged, and can depend on cellular
structure, lesion size, and even anatomical location of
the lesion [21]. This effect is especially important in le-
sions such as hemangiomas, where DW imaging may
mislead towards hyper-cellular lesions, including malig-
nant lesions. Experimental studies have shown that in-
creasing the b value may increase the contribution of
cellularity of the lesion to signal intensity, while decreas-
ing that of T2 shine effect [22].
More challenges may also arise in utilizing DW im-

aging alongside previously established imaging guide-
lines, such as Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System
(LI-RADS) [23]. This imaging guideline is effectively in-
troduced in order to enable radiologists to distinguish
HCC from non-malignant lesions in patients with
chronic conditions such as cirrhosis which are regarded
as risk factors for HCC, and no further interpretation is
suggested for distinguishing other malignant lesions (ex-
cluding lesions such as confluent hepatic fibrosis which
may be classified as possibly malignant lesions) [24]. In
contrast, DW is used to distinguish all sorts of malignant
lesions from benign ones, and as mentioned, no consen-
sus exists regarding its role in the diagnosis of HCC
alone, as a clinical entity. In this study, we not only in-
cluded patients with established risk factors for HCC,
but also included those with otherwise no clinically
proven risk factor, who had a liver mass with an un-
known diagnosis. Serious questions remain regarding
the efficient use of DW alongside these guidelines (cost
efficacy, specificity of combined diagnostic plans and
availability issues), but evidence suggests that DW could
be used as a supplementary diagnostic technique in
LR3-5 lesions, and can also increase the sensitivity of the
LI-RADS in detecting HCC lesions [25, 26].
The present study was conducted in a single tertiary

center, which limits the extent to which the results could
be generalized. In this study, we concluded only five sub-
groups of hepatic lesions, which had similar appearances
in CT scan and sonographic imaging, so our results do
not indicate the beneficence of DW imaging in diagnos-
ing other sorts of liver pathologies, including cysts and
fibrotic lesions. If these lesions were included, a dramatic
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change may have occurred in mean ADC values of be-
nign lesions, and the analysis may have yielded a differ-
ent result. More so, some lesions with borderline ADC
values such as secondary hemorrhages in adenomas and
high-density cysts were not included, which may further
limit generalizability.

Conclusion
DW MRI can differentiate benign and malignant hepatic
lesions based on ADC values calculated in various b
values, especially high b values. More so, different hep-
atic lesions have a distinct mean ADC profile which can
be used to further differentiate subgroups of benign and
malignant lesions. Importantly, non-ADC parameters of
DW imaging could also be used in this regard, although
our study does not focus on this topic. More studies per-
formed on hepatic lesions could better determine the
mean ADC values for various lesions, and future meta-
analysis of these studies could determine clear, evidence-
based cutoffs for differentiating various lesions.
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